: Case example for the use of snoDB. Jenkinson and co-authors reported that mutations in SNORD118 lead to leukoencephalopathy with calcifications and cysts (Nature Genetics (2016 ) 48, 1185 although the exact molecular mechanism has yet to be established. Direct effects on translation were hypothesized as a cause but not yet investigated. This opens up the possibility of non-canonical interactions of SNORD118 being involved in this brain-specific illness. Interestingly, snoDB has integrated RNA-RNA interaction data from different sources and tissue enrichment data from the human protein atlas indicating that SNORD118 has two protein-coding RNA targets, EHD3 and ZNF536 with enhanced expression in the cerebral cortex. This is one example of how snoDB can lead to new avenues of exploration for researchers interested in human snoRNAs. 
Figure S4
: Screenshot of a detail page for SNORD88C. Basic information about the snoRNA itself populates the first table (Synonym, box type, conservation, orthologue and genomic sequence) with subsequent tables being specific to one type of data (External IDs, Host gene, Interactions and Abundance data). Individual search engines like those found in snoDB's main table are available in certain columns in the interaction and abundance tables.
